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Abstract

Separating speech signals of multiple simultaneous talkers in a reverberant en-
closure is known as the cocktail party problem. In real-time applications online
solutions capable of separating the signals as they are observed are required in
contrast to separating the signals offline after observation. Often a talker may
move, which should also be considered by the separation system. This work pro-
poses an online method for speaker detection, speaker direction tracking, and
speech separation. The separation is based on multiple acoustic source tracking
(MAST) using Bayesian filtering and time-frequency masking. Measurements
from three room environments with varying amounts of reverberation using two
different designs of microphone arrays are used to evaluate the capability of the
method to separate up to four simultaneously active speakers. Separation of
moving talkers is also considered. Results are compared to two reference meth-
ods: ideal binary masking (IBM) and oracle tracking (O-T). Simulations are
used to evaluate the effect of number of microphones and their spacing.

Keywords: Blind source separation, Acoustic source tracking, Particle
filtering, Time-frequency masking, Microphone arrays

1. Introduction

The separation of multiple signals from their mixture without prior knowl-
edge about the sources or the mixing process is referred as blind source sep-
aration. If signals are mixed with unknown gains, the mixture is called in-
stantaneous. Competing speakers in a reverberant room result in a convolutive
mixture of the individual speech signals. Separating speakers in such conditions
is known as the cocktail party problem.

Popular techniques for solving the separation problem are independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA), beamforming techniques, and time-frequency (T-F) based
methods, or a combination of the above techniques.
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Independent component analysis (ICA) obtains a demixing matrix by trans-
forming linearly the non-Gaussian input signals into statistically independent
signals (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000). The basic ICA model can handle as many
sources as sensors and the problem is referred as being determined. The fre-
quency domain formulation of the convolutive mixture is instantaneous, but
the sources are scaled and permuted between different frequency bins. Much re-
search work has been devoted to solving the permutation problem. Typically, di-
rection of arrival (DOA) obtained from the demixing filter coefficients is used to
cluster the sources (Sawada et al., 2004). In (Janc̆ovic̆ et al., 2010) an underde-
termined DOA estimation is performed where the dominant source is estimated
using ICA and removed from the mixture using T-F masking. In (Pedersen
et al., 2008b) ICA output is used to estimate a binary mask for underdeter-
mined sound source separation under reverberant conditions.

Beamforming is a linear process to combine weighted and delayed micro-
phone signals in order to spatially amplify and/or attenuate some direction.
The weights, the number of microphones, and microphone placement determine
the spatial filtering characteristics. The source directions can be obtained us-
ing the output power of a beamforming algorithm and the separation can be
performed by steering a null to the interference directions (Asano et al., 2001).
In (Kim et al., 2010), beamforming and nullforming are combined with spa-
tial subband suppression and ICA. The spatial suppression technique applies a
real-valued gain to suppress non-looking direction T-F components.

The third class of sound source separation methods is based on T-F repre-
sentation of an audio signal. Such representations include the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) or a windowed auditory filterbank in the form of a cochlea-
gram (Wang, 2008). A T-F mask contains either a binary or a real-valued
coefficient for each time-frequency point, indicating whether the T-F point be-
longs to the sound source to be separated. In the case of real-valued masks, the
mask value can be interpreted as a likelihood of the T-F point originating from
the target source. By placing this mask on top of the input signal’s amplitude
spectrum the source spectrum is separated from the mixture. A group of T-
F separation methods operates by first extracting T-F cues which include the
(interaural) phase difference (IPD), and the (interaural) level difference (ILD)
from signals of a microphone pair. These cues are typically then clustered over
the length of input signals to obtain T-F masks. In (Mouba and Marchand,
2006; Chami et al., 2009) the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used
for clustering, while k-means algorithm is used in (Araki et al., 2009) and Araki
et al. (2007). The DUET algorithm calculates a 2D histogram of the cues and
finds its peaks (Ylmaz and Rickard, 2004). In (Roman et al., 2003) a pattern
classification approach is used. Some clustering methods such as the k-means
require the knowledge of number of clusters, which increases the separation
complexity.

The spatial aliasing effect renders IPD cues ambiguous between microphones
with separation larger than half a wavelength of the related cue frequency. This
prevents independent cue clustering for each frequency bin in the aliased part
of the spectrum. In (Mandel et al., 2010) an important fact is pointed out that
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cue distance from a cluster can be estimated by evaluating first the cue value
from a more higher level parameter value, i.e., IPD value can be estimated from
interaural time difference unambiguously, but not vice versa. A similar approach
is applied to cluster phase-based cues in the presence of spatial aliasing in (Lösch
and Yang, 2010). In addition to the phase, the ILD can be used in some degree
to alleviate the spatial aliasing problem.

Even if the spatial aliasing is avoided, a downside of clustering the T-F point
cues over time is the inherit assumption of a stationary source. Currently, many
existing separation approaches assume that the sources are not moving. Human
speakers are often moving that causes the convolution filters to become time
varying. Offline algorithms must see the whole data before the separation is
possible in contrast to online methods that separate the speech signal as it is
captured. Some offline algorithms for static talkers have been converted into
online algorithms using batch processing techniques of blocks (Mukai et al.,
2003; Lösch and Yang, 2009) or objective function gradient based methods to
follow the time varying speaker parameters (Rickard et al., 2001; Lösch and
Yang, 2009, 2010). In (Swartling et al., 2011) DOA estimation is used in a
feedback loop for cue cluster tracking. However, ad hoc tracking procedures
might not be optimal.

Bayesian filtering offers a powerful tool to track online time varying pro-
cesses. It can deal with tracking problems formulated into state and measure-
ment equations that are possibly non-linear and contain noise. Measurements
are used to correct the predicted values as they are observed. The most famous
such filter is the Kalman filter which is optimal for linear state and measure-
ment equations embedded in Gaussian noise. Kalman filter is typically applied
in real-time state estimation problems, and was implemented into the Apollo
navigation computer (Bugos and Launius, 2000). Particle filters are widely ap-
plied for problems with non-linear state and measurement equations such as the
acoustic speaker tracking problem (Ward et al., 2003; Lehmann, 2004; Pertilä
et al., 2008). Refer to (Doucet et al., 2001) for a detailed description of particle
filtering. Maganti et al. (2007) and Naqvi et al. (2010) propose particle filtering
to track head position from camera images for acoustic source separation pur-
poses. These methods show that the accuracy of camera-based speaker tracking
is sufficient for separation. Unfortunately, microphones and video cameras are
not always mutually available. However, recent advances in multiple acoustic
speaker tracking methods demonstrate that following simultaneous speakers in
a room environment is possible using microphone arrays (Pertilä and Hämäläi-
nen, 2010; Valin et al., 2007; Brutti et al., 2009; Fallon and Godsill, 2007). The
question is, can good separation quality be achieved by replacing the video pro-
cessing with a multiple acoustic speaker tracking system for the separation of
speech signals from simultaneous moving speakers?

This work presents the idea and investigates the performance of using parti-
cle filtering based multiple acoustic source tracking (MAST) for the purpose of
T-F based speech separation in a reverberant environment with possibly moving
sources. An algorithm to produce a suitable pseudo-likelihood function for track-
ing several simultaneous sound sources is also presented. The tracked DOAs are
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used to calculate the T-F masks that are then applied to separate each speaker.
The method is inherently online. A Monte Carlo approach or particle filtering
is applied since the proposed acoustic measurement model is non-linear. The
track-before-detect (TBD) paradigm is suitable for detecting low energy tar-
gets in high clutter environment and is adopted to detect the appearance and
disappearance of moving sources. Therefore, the approach does not explicitly
need the enumeration of active sound sources. The tracking based separation
approach allows source movement in noisy and reverberant environments and
can detect the appearance and disappearance of any number of sources.

The use of MAST requires that the relative positions of the used microphones
are known. The proposed approach can still be considered as a blind method
since recently automated microphone array geometry calibration methods have
been developed (see e.g., McCowan et al., 2008).

Oracle track (O-T) is used to evaluate the effect of MAST to the separation
quality. Oracle track is a manually annotated time-series of source directions.
In addition, the ideal binary mask (IBM) is calculated as the second reference
method to evaluate the separation approach. The separation performance is
examined with data gathered using different microphone arrays in three rooms
with different reverberation time T60 values of 0 s, 260 ms, and 500 ms, where
T60 is defined as the time it takes sound pressure level to drop 60 dB after
muting the source. In addition to static speech sources, moving talkers are
considered. The effect of number of microphones and their spacing in a circular
array to separation quality is investigated using simulations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the separation problem
and the T-F masking approach. The DOA estimation is discussed in Section 3
together with Bayesian filtering applied for MAST. Section 4 presents the sepa-
ration method based on combining MAST and T-F masking. Section 5 discusses
separation performance metrics and measurement data setup. In Section 6, the
results of the tracking algorithm are presented. In addition, Section 6 analyzes
the results of the proposed separation method in contrast to oracle tracking
and ideal binary masking. Section 7 investigates the effect of array shape on
separation using simulations. The effect of using MEL frequency bands instead
of STFT is also discussed. Finally, Section 8 concludes the discussion.

2. Convolutive Source Separation Problem

The convolutive signal mixing model can be written in the frequency domain
as (Pedersen et al., 2008a)

x(t, ω) =

N
∑

n=1

hn(t, ω)sn(t, ω) + v(t, ω), (1)

where ω is angular frequency, t is time, x = [x1, . . . , xM ]T is the observation
vector, hn = [h1,n, . . . , hM,n]

T is the frequency response between source n and
microphones 1, . . . ,M , sn is the nth source signal, N is the number of sources,
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Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) for source separation
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Figure 1: Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) for a two overlapping speaker scenario is displayed in
the left panel. The magnitudes of the recorded speaker signals are shown right using MEL
frequency scale with 50 bands in frequency range [70,12k] Hz.

and v is noise that is assumed to be independent between microphones and
identically distributed.

2.1. Time-Frequency Masking Approach

T-F based separation assumes sparse (non-overlapping) speech signals in the
T-F domain, which is also termed W-disjoint orthogonality (Ylmaz and Rickard,
2004). The sparseness of N signals can be expressed as

sk(t, ω)sl(t, ω) = 0, ∀ω, ∀t, ∀k, ∀l, k 6= l, (2)

where k, l ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. Speech signal has been shown to satisfy (2) approxi-
mately in practice (Rickard and Yilmaz, 2002). This assumption allows signal
separation in the underdetermined case.

A binary T-F mask indicates for each T-F component whether it belongs
to the target source. In (Wang, 2008) the direct path source signal is used to
define the mask. The concept was extended to include the early reflections and
reverberation by Roman and Woodruff (2011). The energy of the nth target
signal containing the direct path, early reflections and reverberation is denoted
rn(t, ω). Let e(t, ω) =

∑N

i=1 ri(t, ω), i 6= n be the interference energy. Both
energies are measured in dB. IBM is defined as (Wang, 2008)

Mn
IBM(t, ω) =

{

1, if rn(t, ω)− e(t, ω) > λSNR

0, otherwise,
(3)

where λSNR is a threshold value called local signal-to-noise ratio criterion, typ-
ically set to λSNR = 0 dB. Figure 1 shows the IBM for a two speaker situation
(speaker 1 is set as the target). The binary values of the mask cause musical ar-
tifacts in the separated signal that can be reduced by applying a soft mask with
continuous values. Since the original signals are typically mixed and therefore
not available directly, the mask values have to be obtained in other ways.
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Figure 2: Differences using MEL and linearly spaced frequency bands is illustrated.

In this work, the direction of the acoustic source is obtained by using an
acoustic tracking (A-T) method that produces the direction tracks of each
source. A real-valued T-F mask is then obtained for each tracked source by
evaluating the likelihood of each T-F component originating from the tracked
direction.

The input data is processed in frequency bands. Typical band divisions
include linear, Bark, MEL, and ERB scales, where the Bark, MEL and ERB
scales are psychoacoustically motivated (Young, 2007). They have logarithmi-
cally spaced frequency bounds with a fine band division in the lower frequency
range. The MEL scale has triangular band windowing and adjacent bands over-
lap. A single input signal frame is decomposed into MEL bands as

at = Wzt, (4)

where zt (size L× 1) is the magnitude spectrum of the input signal at time
frame t obtained using STFT. This vector is decomposed using a constant MEL
matrix W of size B × L, where B < L is the number of MEL-frequency bands.
The matrix is constructed from wj

B(ω) which represents the coefficient of the
frequency ω in the jth subband of total B bands. The time-varying amplitude
vector at is of size B × 1.

Figure 2(a) displays MEL amplitude coefficients wj
B(ω) for B = 10 bands.

The sum of coefficients of all bands sum to unity amplitude over the frequency
range. A widely applied conversion from linear frequency f to MEL frequency
is used

MEL(f) = 2595 log10(f/700 + 1). (5)

Figure 2(b) illustrates the average speech signal amplitude in different fre-
quency bands using i) linearly spaced bands, ii) MEL frequency bands. In the
linear division scheme, the speech energy is concentrated to the lower bands.
In contrast, by spacing the bands equally in the MEL frequency domain, the
speech signal energy is more evenly spread over the bands. The proposed sepa-
ration method is fundamentally based on the phase information carried by each
frequency band so having a constant amount of information inside each band is
a desired property in noisy situations.
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3. Direction of Arrival Estimation

Methods for DOA estimation include time-invariant beamformers such as the
filter-and-sum beamformers and covariance matrix based beamformers (Brand-
stein and Ward, 2001). Time-variant beamformers update the covariance matrix
estimate and include methods such as the MVDR, and MUSIC. Beamforming
methods can be used to calculate the power of the output signal from a given
direction and this technique is referred as the steered response power (SRP) ap-
proach (Tashev, 2009). Here, the generalized cross-correlation (GCC) (Knapp
and Carter, 1976) based DOA estimation is used due to its simplicity and com-
putational efficiency. It is pointed out that any DOA method could be used.

A wavefront emitted by a source in direction k will pass array microphones
k, l located at mk and ml with a time difference of arrival (TDOA)

τk,l = c−1kT(ml −mk), (6)

where c is the speed of sound, k is a DOA unit vector in Cartesian coordinates
with origin in the array center c = 1

M

∑M

i=1 mi, and (·)T is transpose operation.
The relationship between source DOA and the azimuth and elevation angles
(θ, φ) is

k =





kx
ky
kz



 =





cos(θ) cos(φ)
sin(θ) cos(φ)

sin(φ)



 . (7)

It is assumed that the array aperture is small with respect to source distance
so that a far-field condition holds.

The GCC between microphone k, l signals at frequency band j is1

Rj
k,l(τ) =

∫ π

−π

wj
B(ω)Ψ(ω)Xk(ω)X

∗
l (ω) exp(jωτ)dω, (8)

where τ is time delay, Ψ(ω) is a complex weighting function, Xk(ω) is DTFT
of microphone signal k, and (·)∗ is complex conjugate operation. The phase
transform (PHAT) Ψ(ω) = |Xk(ω)X

∗
l (ω)|

−1 is applied here since it produces
a narrow correlation peak, refer to (Knapp and Carter, 1976). The correlation
based steered response power (SRP) algorithm (DiBiase et al., 2001) maximizes
the sum of responses (8) as a function of the DOA k. The product of microphone
pair data is used to get a sharper response (Pertilä et al., 2008). Since GCC
values are interpreted as likelihood values in the multiplication they must be
made non-negative by either clipping the negative values (Lehmann, 2004) or
by shifting the values to positive (and normalizing) as:

R̃j
k,l(τ) =

Rj
k,l(τ) −min

d
(Rj

k,l(d))

max
d

(Rj
k,l(d))−min

d
(Rj

k,l(d))
, ∀τ. (9)

The response for direction k in the jth frequency band is then the product of

1The time frame index t is omitted for brevity from R
j

k,l
(τ, t).
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(a) Azimuth response of MEL frequency
based DOA likelihood (10).
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substitution of Alg. 1.

Figure 3: The figures represent the spatial response of a four microphone array towards two
speakers at azimuth angles θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦ for 100 MEL frequency bands. The lower
panels indicate the response over the frequency bands. The broad response of the GCC in
the lower frequency range in panel (a) is eliminated by replacing response of each band with
a normal distribution in panel (b). Frequency range is [80,8.5k] Hz.

pairwise likelihoods

H(t, j,k) =

M−1
∏

k=1

M
∏

l=k+1

R̃j
k,l(τk,l, t), (10)

where τk,l is obtained using (6). Note that τk,l must be converted into sample
values by Q[τk,l ·Fs], where Q[·] denotes quantization to integer, since a discrete
time version of (8) is obtained in practice. The sampling rate (Fs) and sensor
separation determine the TDOA resolution, i.e., how many unique integer values
can τk,l have. A marginal DOA likelihood can be obtained by integrating over
the frequency bands (10)

P (t,k) =
B
∑

j=1

H(t, j,k). (11)

Figure 3(a) top panel illustrates the DOA likelihood for all frequency bands (10)
for an input frame of data with two simultaneous speakers with DOA azimuth
θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦. The marginal likelihood (11) is displayed in the lower panel.
Roman et al. (2003) observed that microphone pairwise correlation (8) exhibits
a broad response in the lower frequency range and a narrow response in the
high frequency range. This is due to longer wavelengths at lower frequencies.
Since the MEL scale has a fine band division in the lower frequency range,
the wide responses contribute even more to the final GCC. From Fig. 3(a)
this is observed to be true for the DOA likelihood as well. This causes more
contribution from lower frequency bands to the marginal likelihood function
compared to higher frequencies. Therefore, a similar response to (Roman et al.,
2003) is taken, where the response of each frequency band is replaced with
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a normal distribution of constant2 standard deviation σ and mean set to the
response’s peak location. Note that this procedure enforces the T-F sparseness
assumption. The marginal pseudo-likelihood is obtained by taking the product
of the responses over the frequency bands3. A noise floor λNf is added to each
frequency bands’ distribution. This allows non-zero marginal pseudo-likelihood
values even if some frequency bands have zero likelihood for a source direction.
In addition, the noise floor is used to raise the marginal distribution to model
sensor noise. The top panel of Fig. 3(b) illustrates the proposed DOA pseudo-
likelihood H̃(t, j,k). The marginal pseudo-likelihood P̃ (t,k) is displayed below.
The marginal pseudo-likelihood distribution is normalized in each frame to sum
to unity using a normalizing constant qt. Algorithm 1 describes the procedure
in detail for a single time frame. As a result, the marginal pseudo-likelihood has
sharp responses to source directions, see Fig. 3(b), in contrast to the GCC based
marginal likelihood (11), see Fig. 3(a). This is a desired quality in a likelihood
function used to track multiple sources.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-likelihood algorithm for DOA k at time t

for j = 1 to B do

k̂← argmax
k

H(t, j,k) // see Eq. (10)

H̃(t, j,k) = N
(

k; k̂, σ
)

+ λNf

end for

P̃ (t,k) = qt
∏B

j=1 H̃(t, j,k) + λNf

3.1. Acoustic Source Tracking

The direction that causes the maximum response in the marginal pseudo-
likelihood can be used to find the source directions. However, likelihood function
obtained from a single snapshot of data can be corrupted by spurious peaks and
further processing is required to increase the reliability of source DOA estima-
tion. Bayesian filtering methods treat the measurements as noisy observations
of the true state and use the previous speaker state as prior information.

The set of all measurements up to and including time t is denoted as Zt.
The following discrete time system is considered

xt+1 = f(xt) + vt (12)

zt = g(xt) +wt, (13)

2The concept of utilizing the inherent DOA uncertainty of lower frequencies is left for
future research.

3The marginal pseudo-likelihood could be obtained by integrating over the frequency range.
However, the resulting likelihood function’s peaks may have to be enhanced by a non-linear
function, see e.g. (Lombard et al., 2009).
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where f(·) and g(·) are the possibly non-linear state transition function and
measurement function, respectively, and vt and wt are uncorrelated noise pro-
cesses.

The new state is predicted using the state transition model

p(xt|Zt−1) =

∫

p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|Zt−1)dxt−1. (14)

A new set of measurements is then used to update the prediction

p(xt|Zt) ∝ p(Z(t)|xt)p(xt|Zt−1), (15)

where Z(t) is new measurement at time t. The PF approximates the posterior
density with a set of Np particles

p(xt|Zt) ≈
1

Np

Np
∑

p=1

wt,(p)δ(xt − xt,(p)), (16)

where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function, xt,(p) is the pth particle state space
value, and wt,(p) is the corresponding particle weight obtained from the pseudo-
likelihood (Alg. 1).

The state transition (12) is set to constant velocity movement:

xt+1 ,

[

kt+1

k̇t+1

]

=

[

kt +∆T · k̇t

k̇t + ut

]

, (17)

where k is DOA, k̇ is DOA velocity, ∆T is time interval between sequential time
steps, and the covariance of noise vector ut is Iσ2

u. The point estimate x̂t+1 of
source state is taken with the median operator over the particles4.

3.2. Multiple Acoustic Source Tracking (MAST)

A particle filter can be used to estimate the joint filtering distribution of
multiple targets. The dimension of the state depends on the number of targets.
If some states are not properly estimated, the whole likelihood of the particle
can be diminished by a single bad target state estimate. Such particles would
be removed in the resampling stage, leading to loss of performance. In (Orton
and Fitzgerald, 2002) this issue is handled by allowing particles to swap target
states. Bugallo et al. (2007) presented an alternative approach based on multi-
ple particle filters for tracking the marginalized filtering distributions in contrast
to tracking the joint filtering distribution. The objective is to obtain marginal
posterior distributions of the joint state. The state space is divided into sep-
arate subspaces and different particle filters are run in each of the subspaces.
This is referred as multiple particle filtering (MPF), and a similar approach is

4estimated from the Cartesian form to avoid ambiguity of polar coordinates.
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adopted here. For multiple object tracking, let Xt represent the state at time
t, which consists of St single object states Xt ≡ {xt

l}
St

l=1. The joint state prob-
ability density function p(Xt|Zt) is then the collection of the individual state

probability densities p(Xt|Zt) ≈ {{x
t,(p)
l , w

t,(p)
l }

Np

p=1}
St

l=1.
A detection scheme is required in a situation with time varying number of

objects to be tracked, such as simultaneous speaker situation. The track before
detect (TBD) scheme is a tracking approach including the detection of tar-
gets using a hypothesis test between sampled target likelihood and background
distribution. A particle filter version by Boers and Driessen (2001) is applied
here. The MPF based tracking is adopted using the TBD scheme as discussed
in (Pertilä and Hämäläinen, 2010).

Two designs of particle filters are used: an initialization filter and a tracking
filter. The initialization filter is used to detect new sources and to measure the
background distribution. A subsetR of initialization filter’s particles denoted as
{x(p), w(p)}p∈R are randomly distributed into the state space to search for new
targets and to measure the background distribution. The subset T contains the
non-random particles. The initialization filter uses the sampling importance
resampling scheme to avoid sample impoverishment and to converge to new
targets in every step.

Given two hypotheses H0: “No target present” and H1: “Target present”,
the likelihood ratio is

λ(t) = p(Z(t)|H1)/p(Z(t)|H0), (18)

and if the ratio exceeds a threshold value λ(t) ≥ λT a new target is detected.
The likelihoods can be extracted from the particle filter weights

p(Z(t)|H0) ≈
1

|R|

∑

p∈R

wt,(p), (19)

p(Z(t)|H1) ≈
1

|T |

∑

p∈T

wt,(p). (20)

Since the likelihood ratio (18) can fluctuate rapidly between sequential frames
a low-pass filter can be used as in (Arndt et al., 2007) with γ ∈ [0, 1] as a
forgetting factor for the logarithm of the likelihood ratio:

λ̂(t) = γ · λ̂(t− 1) + (1− γ) · log(λ(t)), (21)

Here, an Attack-Decay filter is used, where γ is either γA or γD, where γA < γD.
The γA is selected if the new measurement value exceeds the previous value
λ̂(t− 1), otherwise γ = γD. In this way, a new source can be detected more
rapidly than by using the low-pass filter, and existing sources can be kept for
a longer time. After a target is detected based on (21) the particle states are
copied into a new tracking filter, and the initialization filter starts the search
for a new target.

Tracking filters avoid degeneracy by resampling if the effective samples size

Neff falls below a threshold, where Neff = Np/(
∑Np

p=1(w
t,(p))2) is obtained from
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Figure 4: The marginal pseudo-likelihood of two speakers is plotted over time. Two particle
filters are visualized by mean and standard deviation of their particle DOAs.

normalized weights. A tracking filter is removed if the smoothed likelihood
ratio falls below a threshold value λT

5. Two tracking filters are merged if their
state estimate distance becomes smaller than λθ. The initialization filter avoids
existing tracks by resetting the weight of particles with DOA closer than 30◦ of
existing targets. The data-association is handled by gating, where the weight
of a particle with an angle deviation greater than λR from the state estimate is
set to zero.

The detection algorithm can delete existing tracks due to gaps in the speech
if the threshold λT is set too low or it can create false tracks when noise or
reverberated signal components exceed the threshold. A small part of the signal
between the deletion and detection can be lost if a track is deleted in the middle
of the sentence and later added. The detection threshold and the forgetting
factor should be set to track the spoken sentences and carry over small gaps
present in speech. As a down side with such setting is that the detection process
is prone to creating false tracks. However, the separated signal energy of the
false track tends to be low and tracks with high energy can then be prioritized
over weak signals when presenting separated signals.

Figure 4 illustrates a four second recording of a static speaker at azimuth
angle 180◦ and a moving speaker from 40◦ to 150◦ (speaker 1 and 7 in the meet-
ing room, refer to Fig. 7). The peaks of the DOA marginal pseudo-likelihood
correspond to dark regions, and the white region indicates a low likelihood. The
likelihood exhibits temporal gaps over which the tracking is able to follow. The
standard deviation of particle DOAs is illustrated for both filters. The mean of
particle DOAs is displayed in the middle of the region.

5Add and delete threshold values are set equal for simplicity.
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3.3. Multiple Acoustic Source Tracking Evaluation

The multiple object tracking metrics presented by Bernardin and Stiefel-
hagen (2008) are used as a basis to evaluate the performance of the acoustic
tracking system6. The DOA of each speech source is annotated manually at each
time frame based on the marginal likelihood. The tracker output is referred as
hypothesis that consists of a set of DOAs at each time frame. A hypothesis point
is set to correspond to an annotated point if their angular distance using dot
product is smaller than a match threshold of 20◦. A miss is an annotated DOA
without a corresponding hypothesis. The miss rate is the number of missed
estimates divided by the total number of annotated points. The precision is the
average angular error of the correctly matched (non-missed) hypothesis points.
These two metrics are used to investigate the tracking performance. Swapping
of targets and other mismatch errors are omitted.

4. Separation using Tracked Source DOA and T-F Masking

The spatial filter obtains a time-varying real-valued mask coefficient for each
frequency band j for every tracked source i = 1, . . . , St at time t. The spatial
gain value is set as the squared response of the neighborhood of tracked source
direction normalized with the response to all directions, similar to (Kim et al.,
2010)

L(t, j, θit, φ
i
t) =

∫ θi
t+∆

θi
t−∆

∫ φi
t+∆

φi
t−∆

H(t, j, θ, φ)2dθdφ

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

H(t, j, θ, φ)2dθdφ

, (22)

where H(t, j, θ, φ) is the jth frequency band likelihood (10) for azimuth angle
θ and elevation angle φ at time t. The angles are obtained from the ith track’s
point estimate using (7), and ∆ is an angle value defining the looking window
width. Eq. (22) can be interpreted as the likelihood a T-F component belonging
to the ith track.

The real-valued mask was chosen over the binary valued mask based on
empirical evidence. The T-F mask value for the ith tracked source and the jth
subband is obtained by utilizing the likelihood L(t, j, θit, φ

i
t) as

M i
DOA(t, j) =











L(t, j, θit, φ
i
t), if L(t, j, θit, φ

i
t)−

St
∑

l=1,l 6=i

L(t, j, θlt, φ
l
t) > 0

0, otherwise.
(23)

Finally, the signal of the ith tracked source can be separated by applying the
T-F mask to the input signal vector x(t, ω) to construct the separated source

6The metrics are converted here from 3D Cartesian coordinates to the DOA scenario.
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Figure 5: Multiple acoustic source tracking (MAST) combined with spatial filtering for source
separation.

signal of each microphone channel

yi(t, ω) = x(t, ω) ·
B
∑

j=1

wj
B(ω) ·M

i
DOA(t, j), (24)

where the summation term constructs the STFT mask from the MEL mask.
Figure 5 presents a block diagram of the proposed separation approach.

5. Evaluation and Measurements

The objective separation metrics defined by Vincent et al. (2006) linearly
decompose the estimated target signal ŝj into components

ŝj = starget + einterf + eartif + enoise, (25)

where starget is the orthogonal projection of the estimated signal ŝj onto the
source signal sj , einterf is the sum of ŝj projections onto non-target source signals,
and enoise is noise. Artifact error eartif is the difference between the projection
of ŝj onto the signal space and the original estimate ŝj , i.e., the components
than cannot be explained with the original source signals or added noise. In
the convolutive version, the projection onto signal space is made to delayed
source signals up to delay of τmax samples. In this work τmax = 2048 tap filter
of 128 ms length (at 16 kHz sampling rate) is used to allow echo components
into the target signal. Therefore, later reverberation components are counted
as artifacts, while early reflections are a part of the target signal.

The signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and the signal-to-interferences ratio
(SIR) defined by Vincent et al. (2006) are used

SDR , 10 log10

‖starget‖2

‖einterf + eartif + enoise‖2
(26)

SIR , 10 log10

‖starget‖2

‖einterf‖2
. (27)
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Figure 6: Top panel shows the mixture of two source signals recorded in the meeting room
(T60=260 ms). The middle and bottom panels display the separated source signals using the
proposed separation method, and the corresponding signal decompositions according to (25).

The top panel of Fig. 6 shows a mixture signal (input) generated from two
sources (meeting room sources 4 and 5) for one microphone. The middle and
bottom panels display the output signal of the acoustic tracking based separation
system and the corresponding signal components defined in (25). The separated
source signal (output signal) is plotted lowest, below the starget. The second
signal from the top (einterf) is the interfering source component. The top signal
(eartif) is the artifact signal. The BSS Eval toolbox 3.07 is used.

5.1. Measurements

The proposed separation method is tested with data gathered in three dif-
ferent rooms. In each room the talkers spoke at a distance from the microphone
array. Therefore, the reference signals contain microphone and environmental

7http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss_eval/, (retrieved Dec.20, 2011).
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Figure 7: The measurement setup is illustrated in each of the three rooms. The circled
numbers represent microphone locations with given dimensions. Source n is marked with sn,
and source symbols are marked with a square. In the meeting room the sources 5–7 move as
illustrated.

noise in combination with the speech signal. The sampling rate was 48 kHz in
each recording.

The anechoic room contains six static talkers speaking in German (half of
which are female). Refer to Fig. 7 left panel for an illustration of sensor and
source geometry. In the database description, the recording SNR is stated to be
low since talkers spoke softly at about 0.8 m to 1.0 m distance and the internal
microphone noise level is audible. The SNR is estimated to be between 10 and
20 dB.

The second room is a quiet meeting room of area size 4 m×4.5 m with
medium reverberation level (T60=260 ms) without any external noise sources
present in the room, except for the air-conditioning. Four loudspeakers (s1 –
s4) are used to play pre-recorded speech signals (three male, one female) at
85 cm distance. The SNR is estimated to be between 10 and 20 dB. In addition
two males speak English sentences while moving in front of the array (s5 – s6).
Finally, a static loudspeaker outputs a female speech signal while the array is
turned manually along the z-axis (s7). This effectively creates a moving sound
source. Refer to Fig. 7 middle pane for an illustration of sensor and source
geometry.

The third recording environment is an office8 that has high reverberation
(T60=500 ms) and contains noise sources such as a PC and air-conditioning.
The room area is 3.6 m×4 m, and it contains six loudspeakers at approximately
80 cm distance emitting pre-recorded English sentences, four of which are male
voices. The SNR is estimated to be between 20–30 dB for each source signal.
Refer to Fig. 7 right panel for an illustration of sensor and source geometry.

The meeting room data is captured with a four-microphone array (Array

8The anechoic and office data is available at http://www.lss.uni-stuttgart.de/

mitarbeiter/loesch/bss_signals.html (retrieved March 9, 2011)
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shape ▽̇) embedded into a plastic encasing. A five microphone planar array
(Array +) is used in the anechoic room and office. Additional microphones
present in the original setup were omitted. The mean of the maximum time
delay values between microphone pairs in the “▽̇” array is 15 samples, and 17
samples in the ”+” array at 48 kHz sampling rate. The length of each of the
speech signals is approximately 4 s.

5.2. Generating Mixtures

The average signal energy of each source is normalized to unity in each
microphone channel, since some loudspeakers were considerably louder than
some talkers were. Then, the source signals with equal average sound pressure
are added together. The mixing is performed separately for each microphone
channel. As a result, each source has an equal amount of energy in the final
mixture signal. This generated mixture is then fed into the separation algorithm.

5.3. Separation Tasks

Five different separation tasks were considered. The first task is to separate
speech from two static sound sources. In the second task, one static source and
one moving source are considered. In the third task, three static sources are
present. In the fourth task, one moving source and two static sound sources
are to be separated. In the fifth separation task, four static sources are to be
separated. Note that the separation of every source present in the mixture is
performed.

All possible static source combinations were evaluated, except for the four
simultaneous sources in the meeting room due to too few source combinations.
Tasks with moving sources use only sequences where the moving source does
not cross any other source. This simplifies the analysis of the tracking based
separation results, since possible target switching errors are minimized. The
tasks are evaluated separately for each room. Tasks including a moving source
are evaluated only for the meeting room since other rooms contain only static
sources. Table 1 displays the tasks and the number of source combinations in
each of the rooms for all number of simultaneous sources.

Since the permutation of separated sources is unknown, the separated signals
are tested in contrast with the target signals to find the correct permutation
based on the SIR score. If more sources are tracked and separated than present

Table 1: For each separation task, the number of simultaneously active sources is listed.
Additionally, the resulting number of unique speaker combinations is given for each of the
rooms. In tasks 2 and 4, one of the sources is moving.

Task no. sources Anechoic room Meeting room Office

1 2 15 combs. 10 combs. 15 combs.

2 2 - 8 combs. -

3 3 20 combs. 10 combs. 20 combs.

4 3 - 7 combs. -

5 4 15 combs. - 15 combs.
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in the mixture, the highest scoring signals are kept. All separation scores are
calculated from a single separated channel.

The missed speech segments occurring before the initialization of the track
are omitted to evaluate the separation quality of the parts that contain audio.

5.4. Evaluation Parameters

The source tracking and DOA estimation is performed in the azimuth do-
main, since the sources are located approximately in the same plane as the
microphones. Using a wide angular looking window parameter ∆ in (22) in-
cludes other interfering source signals and more reverberated components from
all sources into the separated signal. Selecting a small angle captures only the
desired direct path component, but might limit the capture of the target signal
if the tracked DOA is slightly biased. It was empirically found that allowing
±20◦ azimuth error in the tracked DOA results in a good compromise.

The separated data is processed using 48 kHz sampling frequency in 4096
sample Hann weighted windows with 75 % overlap. The tracking algorithm uses
half the window length and 85.5 % overlap to result in more data points so that
the tracker would detect new sources rapidly. MEL frequency scaling is used
with B = 200 bands selected between [60,8.5k] Hz for the separation, and 50
bands for the tracking. The reconstructed data is then downsampled to 16 kHz
before calculating the evaluation scores. The pseudo-likelihood (Alg. 1) is pre-
computed for all azimuth angles at 2◦ spacing to speed up computations, since
the response is deterministic in contrast to output of the tracking algorithm. The
width of the normal distribution for likelihood peak replacement σ in Alg. 1 is
set to 0.17.

Track add/delete threshold λT is set to 0.5, attack/decay factors are γA =
0.9, γD = 0.9985, merge distance threshold value λθ = 6·10−4 is used, λR is 0.35,
noise floor is set to λNf = 0.01 and Np = 2000 particles are used for each filter
with motion parameter σu = 7 · 10−4. All angle related parameters are given in
radians. Tracking filters resample when Neff < Np/7. These parameter values
are empirically set to maximize the score over a subset of three simultaneous
source combinations.

5.5. Reference Methods

An oracle track (O-T) is generated by manually annotating the direction of
each source at each time instant. The T-F mask is then obtained similarly to
A-T by using (22). This reference method allows evaluating the effect of the
errors introduced by the multiple acoustic source tracker.

A second reference method is the ideal binary mask (IBM), discussed in
Section 2.1. The IBM is evaluated also using same MEL frequency bands utilized
by the O-T and A-T methods.
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Figure 8: The performance of the applied multiple acoustic source tracking system. The x-axis
displays the room and the number of simultaneous sources in parenthesis, where *) indicates
that one source is moving. Refer to Table 1 for the number of different source combinations
in each room.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Multiple Acoustic Speaker Tracking Results

Figure 8 presents the speaker tracking metrics defined in Section 3.3 for
the discussed multiple acoustic speaker tracking algorithm. The x-axis displays
the room and the number of sources, where the asterisk (*) indicates a moving
source. The y-axis indicates both the percentage of missed estimates for the
miss metric and the angular error for the precision in degrees. Due to the
stochastic nature of the tracking, the results are averaged over 20 repetitions.

The anechoic room has the least amount of missed estimates and 98.3 %
percent of all source directions were correctly tracked within the 20◦ window
(±10◦) around the source. The percentage of missed estimates grows one percent
unit in the rooms containing reverberation. The tracking is precise in all of the
rooms and is between 2◦ − 3◦. In the meeting room, some of the tracks of the
most closely spaced sources were erroneously fused. Such errors leads to miss
rates between 10 % − 30 % and raise the average miss value while most of the
tracks were successful. In the most reverberant room, the office (T60=500 ms),
the increase in miss rate in comparison to the anechoic room is caused by the
delayed detection of the sources due to reverberation induced clutter.

When one of the two sources is moving inside the meeting room, 95 % percent
of sources are correctly tracked with the precision of 4.5◦. Again, the tracker
sometimes gets confused of closely spaced sources, which leads to the increase
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Figure 9: Separation results (SDR) in different rooms. The x-axis displays the room and the
number of simultaneous sources in parenthesis, where *) indicates that one source is moving.

of miss ratio. As a possible reason for such failed tracks the DOA likelihood
looks more quantized with the meeting room array than with the other array
used in the anechoic room and in the office.

Having three simultaneous sources in the anechoic room leads to miss rates
almost as low as in the two-source case. However, the meeting room and office
display an increase in the miss rate. Once again, the meeting rooms suffers
from switched tracks, while the office has delayed detection. With one source
moving in the meeting room, the miss rate is increased by 1.5 % unit from the
stationary situation.

Finally, when four sources are active in the anechoic chamber, more than
96 % of sources are correctly tracked. The miss rate is increased to 7 % in
the office, due to delayed detections. A closer inspection to the tracker output
reveals that there is variation in the detection delay between sources. A good
precision value of 2.5◦ is obtained in both rooms.

To conclude, the tracking is mostly successful, indicated by the low percent-
age of missed source directions. Some tracking errors such as fusion of closely
spaced targets and delayed detection due to reverberation increase the miss
rates.

6.2. Separation Scores

Figures 9 and 10 present the SDR and SIR results of the separation tasks
averaged over ten repetitions. The x-axis indicates the room where the number
of speakers is given in parenthesis and the asterisk (*) marks a moving source.
Refer to Table 1 for the number of source combinations in each room with differ-
ent number of simultaneous sources. Scores for the proposed acoustic tracking
method (A-T), the oracle tracking (O-T), and the ideal binary mask (IBM) are
illustrated.

The target signal consists of the direct path component, early echoes, and
reverberation of the source signals. In addition, depending on the recording
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Figure 10: Separation results (SIR) in different rooms. The x-axis displays the room and the
number of simultaneous sources in parenthesis, where *) indicates that one source is moving.

environment the target contains spatially spread noises, e.g., people stepping
on the suspended metal grid “floor” of the anechoic chamber, or the noise of
recording equipment.

In the anechoic chamber (task 1), only spatial noises are present in addition
to the direct path component of the source. In Figure 10 the SIR values of the
A-T method is highest for this room, reaching 17 dB, while the IBM reaches
20 dB. This difference in performance is likely explained by the fact that the
spatial filtering only captures the direct path component and filters out the
spatial noises present in the original signal, e.g., noises caused by the people in
the anechoic room. In the other rooms where the reverberation time is longer
early echoes and reverberation are increasingly present in the original signal in
addition to spatial noises. Since the A-T (and O-T) remove these components
the SIR is lower than in the anechoic room. Simultaneously, the strength of
interfering sources in the separated signal is increased with reverberation time,
since some early echoes and reverberation of interfering sources arrive from the
same spatial direction as the original signal. As a result the SIR drops 3 dB
when reverberation is introduced in the meeting room and in the office. The
average SDR is 7.5 dB in the three rooms. The SDR of the IBM is highest in
the office. By listening to the signals produced by the A-T method the ane-
choic chamber results in no audible musical noise. However, the meeting room
and office contain slight audible musical noise sounding like partial frequency
components of the other sources.

With the moving source in the meeting room (task 2) the SIR score remains
unchanged from the static case, but the SDR score drops slightly. This indicates
that the motion of the source causes some distortion to the separation. In a
more detailed analysis of the tracking performance it was observed that the
tracker might confuse closely spaced sources. In the separation context, this
leads to change of the speaker identity in the middle of the separated sentence.
Such an error was observed to have more impact on the SDR score than the SIR
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score. The separated signals by A-T sound similar to the static source case.
In the three static source case (task 3) the average SIR score for the IBM

drops almost 4 dB, indicating that the signals are now less sparse in the T-F
domain. The A-T and O-T SIR scores similarly drop 3 dB from the two-source
case. Compared to the two-source case, there is now a 1 dB gap between the
SDR scores of A-T and O-T methods in the meeting room. In an inspection of
the tracker output the swapping of targets in the meeting room was observed
with the closely spaced sources. The SDR of A-T and O-T is equal in the office
since most of the tracking errors are delayed detections that are not accounted
for in the separation evaluation. The musical interference noise is audible in all
of the rooms, and is loudest in the office for the A-T method. However, the
objective score is somewhat insensitive to the degree of the musical noise, since
the SDR and SIR scores are similar between the rooms. The objective score does
not account for psychoacoustics. In contrast, the subjective experience favors
more the separated signals from the anechoic room with less audible musical
noise.

Task 4 introduces a moving source into the three-speaker situation. This
however does not lower the SDR or SIR scores of any of the separation methods.
In all of the three-speaker situations, the amount of musical interference noise
varies between talkers from just noticeable to being clearly audible.

In the fifth and last task, the number of simultaneous sources increases to
four. The same reasons for performance drop than in the three-speaker scenario
can be used to explain the performance drop of 2 dB of SIR values. The SDR
of A-T and O-T drops 1.4 dB from the three-speaker case, while IBM has only
a slight decrease in the SDR. Again, the amount of audible musical noise varies
between the separated signals.

In general, the performance varies between different source combinations.
Often the separation performance is higher with sources that are far apart than
with closely spaced sources, probably due to interference. In addition, in a
multiple speaker situation even if all sources are accurately tracked some sources
contain more musical noise than others do. A pathological case for the proposed
separation method would be to have all sources in the same direction. It is
concluded that sources need to be sparse not only in the time-frequency domain,
but also in the spatial domain.

7. Effect of Array Shape and Frequency Band Division to Separation

Performance

7.1. Effect of Array Shape

As discussed in the analysis of the results, the quantization of the DOA was
expected to cause tracking errors and lead to weaker separation quality. The
resolution of the DOA response (10) can be increased by 1) maximizing the
amount of possible TDOA values (6) by using large microphone separation and
high sampling rate, and 2) by using a large number of microphones M . However,
increasing the microphone separation causes spatial aliasing in frequencies above
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microphones in a two-speaker simulated situation.

the aliasing frequency f = c/(2d), where d is microphone separation. Increasing
the amount of microphones adds computational burden and cost of equipment,
which might be a problem especially in microphone arrays that are embedded
in consumer electronic devices.

The effect of the number of microphones and the microphone spacing to
the acoustic tracking based separation quality is investigated by using different
amount of microphones to simulate the recording of three male and three female
spoken English sentences. The microphones are set equally apart on a circle with
adjacent microphone separation d fixed to i) 2.5 cm, ii) 5 cm, iii) 10 cm, and
iv) 15 cm. In each of the four array designs the number of microphones is
increased from 3 to 10. To keep the adjacent microphone spacing constant, the
array radius r is increased as a function of the number of microphones:

r =
d

2 sin(π/M)
. (28)

The room impulse response (RIR) is simulated using the image method
by Allen and Berkley (1979) and four-second speech signals are convolved with
the RIR to produce the recordings at 48 kHz. The room size is 5 m×6 m×3 m
with reverberation time of T60=250 ms, calculated using the Eyering’s rever-
beration formula (Kuttruff, 2009). The arrays are surrounded by the sources at
2 m distance.

Figure 11 displays the average SIR scores (27) over all separated signals of
the two simultaneous loudspeaker combinations using the adjacent microphone
spacings 2.5 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm. With six loudspeakers there are 15
two-speaker combinations, resulting in 30 separated signals. The A-T separation
method is used for all microphone arrays, and in addition the O-T is used in
the 2.5 cm case to examine the effect of the tracking to the separation. The
x-axis displays the amount of microphones in each array, and the y-axis is the
SIR score.

By using only three to four microphones, every array shows lower SIR values
compared to having more microphones. Since by using the oracle track the
results are not improved (see Fig. 11 oracle track score) it is concluded that the
DOA likelihood function (11) is highly quantized. This means that the DOA
likelihood is spread over a region of angles around the true source direction and
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quality is illustrated. The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is the maximum resolution
corresponding to 2048 frequency bins.

is not concentrated. This in turn directly deteriorates the T-F mask (22), even if
the tracked DOA is correct. The results show that quantization can be decreased
by adding more microphones. The array with 15 cm sensor separation does not
perform as well as the smaller arrays due to spatial aliasing, i.e., the microphone
distance is set too high. In contrast, the 2.5 cm microphone separation causes
high quantization of TDOA values that also leads to highly quantized DOA
likelihood function. Therefore, adding more microphones does not improve the
SIR scores as rapidly as in the arrays with wider microphone spacing. All
arrays show marks that SIR improvement stalls after adding a certain amount
of microphones.

7.2. Effect of Band Division

To test the effect of using other than full STFT resolution (all frequency
bins), the IBM (3) and A-T (22) are applied to two different three source com-
binations in all of the three rooms. Similar processing parameters are used as in
Section 5.4. The average separation performance in terms of SDR is illustrated
in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) for the IBM and A-T, respectively. The perfor-
mance with STFT is illustrated using a dashed line. The x-axis indicates the
number of frequency bands used (in range of 60–8500 Hz). The psychoacous-
tically motivated frequency scales (MEL, and ERB) reach a performance level
near the STFT with 150 bands. This allows a decrease of frequency bands of
ten times over the STFT resolution without diminishing the score. However,
the linear band division performs sub-optimally even with 550 bands. The max-
imum number of linear bands would be 2048, which is equal to the real part of
STFT. Since speech energy is less concentrated in the highest linear frequency
bands, the DOA likelihood (10) may contain relatively more noise than ERB
and MEL scales that have more evenly spread speech energy as discussed in
Section 2.1. If the noise corrupts the DOA likelihood at higher frequency bins
of the STFT, this can lead to corruption of the T-F mask. This might explain
why STFT does not obtain the highest SDR in Fig. 12(b).

The MEL scale was chosen over the STFT since it requires over ten times
less frequency bands to achieve similar separation performance in terms of SDR.
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Typical MEL feature based automatic speech recognition systems utilize 10 to
24 MEL frequency bands. Instead, the separation quality was observed to be
low with such values since the T-F sparseness assumption holds poorly. To
obtain sufficient sparseness approximately 150 MEL bands were required.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents the use of particle filtering based multiple acoustic source
tracking (MAST) for time-frequency based speech separation using microphone
arrays. A procedure for obtaining a pseudo-likelihood function suitable for
tracking multiple speech sources is also presented. The performance of the
tracking algorithm was evaluated separately.

Data from three separate rooms with different speakers using two different
types of microphone arrays is evaluated. The anechoic room has low SNR, the
second room is a quiet meeting room with medium reverberation (T60=260 ms)
and has moving sound sources in addition to stationary ones. The last environ-
ment is an office with high reverberation (T60=500 ms) and there are external
noise sources present.

Two reference methods are used. By using clean reference tracks the effect
of the multiple acoustic tracking procedure on the separation quality can be
evaluated. The ideal binary mask is used as the second reference method. The
results show that the proposed approach is applicable for the separation of up
to four simultaneous speakers in all of the tested environments. Furthermore,
the moving source was separated with signal-to-interference scores similar to
the scores obtained using stationary sources.

Simulation was used to investigate separation quality by varying the amount
of microphones and controlling the microphone spacing of a circular array. Re-
sults indicate that circular arrays sampled at 48 kHz with five (or more) micro-
phones at 5–10 cm spacing represent a good tradeoff between spatial aliasing
and high TDOA quantization.

Future work will investigate the use of more sophisticated data-association
techniques to handle the crossings of sources such as Monte Carlo data-association
proposed by Särkkä et al. (2007). In addition, the use of super-resolution beam-
forming methods over the GCC-based method will be investigated to deal with
the DOA quantization. The use of longer speech sequences containing several
sentences will be investigated with the objective of combining the sentences of
each individual talker. Finally, subjective measurements of the separated signals
are required to further study the quality of the proposed method.

Audio samples are available online at http://www.cs.tut.fi/~pertila/bss/.
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